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Abstract

Based on non-completely hybrid flow line scheduling of panel block in shipbuilding, several uncertain factors influencing the problem were
analyzed in a real environment, and a nonlinear integer programming model was built for each sub-scheduling problem. To narrow the difference
between theory and application, rolling horizon and rescheduling methods are proposed. Moreover, with respect to the uncertainty of processing
time, arriving time and due time, we take the minimizing of the early and delayed delivery costs as the objective, and establish an evaluation with
a global penalty function. Finally, numerical experiments and a simulation analysis were undertaken to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
model and algorithm.
Copyright © 2016 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-
NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

The shipbuilding industry is facing the multi-faceted
problem of less demand and oversupply owing to a shipping
industry downturn and the global economic crisis. The only
way to maintain profits in the background is to improve pro-
ductivity and reduce productive cost. Thus more Chinese
shipyard introduced panel block production lines and
advanced production technology to improve the shipbuilding
efficiency and reduce labor cost.

But due to factors such as unreasonable ancillary facilities
and poor management, as for Chinese shipyards, there is still a
big production gap in the shipbuilding industry which leads to

the fact that it cannot fully meet the market demand in a timely
manner.

Modern shipbuilding technology contains complex equip-
ment (assembly and welding), and a process in which hull
construction is one of the most important operation stages, and
production of panel block accounts for over 50% of the
workload. The utility of the panel block production line be-
comes the key to improving the efficiency of shipbuilding and
the development of ship industry technology. Along with the
concept of lean and integrated management, the panel pro-
duction line has become a vital subsystem of the ship con-
struction system, and following the environment and
production, making changes to its schedule becomes more
complicated. Therefore, the study of the panel block produc-
tion line, consideration of the influence of uncertainty factors
and the method of generating new scheduling dynamically and
in a timely manner are of great significance in shortening the
shipbuilding cycle and improving production efficiency and
flexibility.
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Due to the particularity of panel block fabricating tech-
nology, static scheduling can be greatly affected by the un-
certainty of the delivery dates of panel block, equipment
failures, auxiliary equipment scheduling and the influence of
raw material supply. Meanwhile, due to some theoretical
research results that also cannot be directly applied to practical
production, the panel block production line is not used for the
general flow shop.

Considering the uncertainties in actual production, some
scholars have proposed a dynamic dispatching model to solve
the problem, such as considering uncertain environment
operation frequency and auxiliary equipment scheduling
problems in order to analyze the influence factors of practical
scheduling problems from the system. Qian et al. (2009)
studied rolling strategy and an optimization algorithm for a
dynamic no-wait flow shop scheduling problem, and used a
hybrid differential algorithm calculation to guarantee the sta-
bility of the whole process of scheduling. In order to reduce
material transport costs and overall operating expenses, etc. a
multi-agent method was used for the dynamic scheduling of
machines and automatic guided vehicles in the manufacturing
system (Erol et al., 2012). The dynamic scheduling problem
based on integration of time performance prediction was also
discussed (Zhou et al., 2009).

Dynamic workshop scheduling with uncertain arrival times
was studied in order to minimize the total tardiness of works.
Meanwhile, based on the method of rolling horizon decompo-
sition, they used a hybrid genetic algorithm to determine the
critical operation set aswell as optimized scheduling (Liu, 2008).

Ding et al. (2010) studied job-shop scheduling technology
with uncertain processing times in order to solve the problems
of rapid adjustment of processing times and the comprehensive
coordination that multi-product work requires. Drießel and
M€onch (2012) suggested an extension of the Shifting Bottle-
neck Heuristic (SBH) for complex job shops, that takes the
operations of Automated Material Handling Systems (AMHS)
into account. The SBH uses a disjunctive graph to decompose
the overall scheduling problem into scheduling problems for
single machine groups and for transport operations.

In order to improve the shipbuilding efficiency and man-
agement level, some scholars also studied panel block pro-
duction lines from all aspects of design, management and
production. Luo (2011) studied the application of man-hour
and output analysis in a panel block production line, aimed
at improving the flexibility of production on the assembly line.
Wu (2011) studied the management of panel block production
lines and analyzed production rhythms balance of the assem-
bly line and product scheduling problems. Zhao (2012) opti-
mized an automatic assembly line manufacturing plan for
panel block and implemented the overall optimization and
control according to the principle of system engineering and
3D structural model. Lee et al. (2009) analyzed the material
process and suggested using a discrete event simulation
technique and a simulated annealing method to generate an
execution management system. Jia and Jiang (2009) discussed
the manufacturing execution system application of reconfig-
urable on the panel block production line in three aspects:

organization structure, workshop manufacturing resources,
and production process. This is of great significance for fully
developing the advantages of ship assembly manufacturing
separation operations. The study mainly focused on assembly
line balance and design. Zhang and Liu (2012) proposed a
non-full flow shop scheduling problem, set up two stage
nonlinear integer programming models, and used the branch
and bound method for optimal solution. But with static
scheduling given priority, there was little consideration of the
uncertainty in panel fabricating, which led to poor practicality
of the scheduling scheme.

This paper analyzes panel block production line scheduling
problems under the condition of uncertainty as well as the
arrival time, processing time and the uncertainty of delivery
dates. A novel global penalty function the objective function is
established to minimize the penalty cost of advanced or
delayed delivery of the blocks. In order to obtain an optimal
solution, a new approach combined the rolling horizon method
with rescheduling is proposed. Furthermore, the result of the
numerical experiment and simulation shows it is a superiority
model for the scheduling and optimization under uncertain
conditions in panel block production line in shipbuilding.

2. Panel block flow line scheduling analysis under
uncertain conditions

2.1. Panel block flow line scheduling problem analysis

The hull panel block products (Fig. 1) consist of three main
categories: (1) the double block, which includes an inner bot-
tom block and an outer bottom block; (2) the first class single
block (Block I), which is an inner bottom block; (3) the second
class single block (Block II), which is an outer bottom block.

The inner bottom block should be processed through all
stations; only part of stations should be processed on the outer
bottom block. A double block has time constraints.

According to the process characteristics of the panel block
flow line, the scheduling problem can be described as flows.
The n blocks of S types process on m stations in N flow lines in
which the production capacity and production rate are the
same, where the buffer transverse station in the Nth flow line is
provided with a removal outlet, the kth station is the buffer
transverse station, and conveyor belts between the lines of
station k are established.

The blocks do not process on all stations after they are
completed on the kth station. They are only removed through
station k in the Nth flow line. Blocks that need to be processed
on all stations can be transferred to other processing lines on
station k or completed all their processing in the original line.

Therefore, the whole process can be divided into two
stages: before and after station k .After the first stage of pro-
cessing, some blocks leave the flow line, while other blocks
use the output results of the first stage as the input information
of the second phase and continue processing in the flow line.
Therefore, for this kind of non-completely hybrid flow line
scheduling, the selection of flow line and the processing
sequence of the block in the flow line at the first stage and the
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second stage should be determined, and the target of sched-
uling optimization should be satisfied. At the same time, an
effective response mechanism should be established to deal
with the uncertain factors in the actual scheduling process,
such that the new scheduling optimization scheme can be
generated. The model is shown in Fig. 2.

2.2. Analysis of fabricating uncertainty

The uncertain factors of a panel block production line are the
arrival time of blocks, processing time and delivery time, etc.

(1) The uncertainty of the time of block arrival

In each dock cycle, all blocks are carried out in accordance
with the carrying network plan to form the hull structure, and
the demand time and sequence of each block are limited. But
in the event of any inaccuracies in the plan or any changes of
production environment that result in changes of timing and
sequencing of the requirement of blocks, the arrival time of the
block can change.

According to the characteristics of uncertainty and control
difficulty, the factors influencing the block arrival time are
divided into the controllable and the uncontrollable. Control-
lable factors consist of auxiliary equipment such as cranes and
transporters. Reasonable scheduling of auxiliary equipment

can control the impact of these factors on the uncertainty of
the arrival times of blocks. Uncontrollable factors cannot be
known in advance, and only after they happen can we know
their properties. These are factors such as weather, equipment
failures and rush orders. Therefore, when scheduling, the
controllable part must be considered as far as possible, and for
the uncontrollable part, establishing an effective scheduling
response mechanism is required.

(2) The uncertainty of processing time

In static scheduling, the arrival time of the block is known,
and its processing time can be determined. During the pro-
cessing of blocks, the processing time is influenced more by
equipment failure, raw material supply and scheduling oper-
ations of workers.

① Equipment failure. Because the processing equipment of
a panel block production line is strongly specific, if there
is a failure event, maintenance is difficult and time-
consuming, which will adversely affect the current pro-
cessing and the following blocks to be processed.

② Delay in raw material supply. Block construction pro-
cessing time is long in the event that steel raw materials
or the upstream block is not completed in time, thus
compressing the processing time.

Fig. 1. Example of hull panel blocks products.

Fig. 2. The non-completely hybrid flow line scheduling model of panel block.
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③ Operator scheduling. The buffer transverse location is in the
center of the panel block production line, and the station on
the assembly line is divided into two parts. Before the buffer
transverse location, the equipment is advanced, with a high
degree of automation, and the processing time of a block is
determined by the block type and size; therefore, the
production time is not easy to balance. After the transverse
location comes the manual operation station, where workers
can be scheduled in a timely manner between locations, and
processing time changes follow the workers' changes.

(3) The uncertainty of blocks delivery time

There are two main types of block that are built in the panel
block production line: Outer bottom and inner bottom. The
bottom blocks' delivery time is determined by their required
completion time. The delivery time of the inner bottom pieces
is determined by both the block assembly time and the de-
livery time. Because every ship has a different delivery date,
the blocks' dates of delivery are uncertain.

In panel block production line scheduling, uncertain factors
can result in the original schedule performing ineffectively, and
can cause additional costs to production or subsequent opera-
tions. Here are two types of costs: earliness cost and tardiness
cost. Earliness cost is the cost when a block is finished ahead
of schedule. As a shipyard grows crowded, and as ship block
stockyard scheduling is expensive, if a block is completed in
advance, it will improve the difficulty in stockyard operating,
increase stockyard scheduling and management fees. To
simplify the problem, we take the block stockyard dispatching
unit cost as a block completed advanced penalty fee, and use
the time that ahead of schedule of completion calculation the
fees. When there is a delay, it will affect coating and carry,
which can produce corresponding costs. As the delivery dates
of blocks is not sure, those blocks that are completed in
advance are considered as dispatch insert when scheduling,
while the delayed blocks are given a relaxation time. If the
delay is within the relaxation time, there is no penalty.
Otherwise, according to the delay, the cost will be calculated.

3. The mathematical model of panel block flow lines
scheduling problem

3.1. The assumptions

(1) At one time, one block can only process on one station,
and one processing station only can process one block, and
upon the end of processing the station is available again.

(2) Because of the short distance between stations, travel time
between stations can be neglected.

(3) There are no priority constraints between the blocks to be
scheduled in a planning period.

(4) At time 0, all flow lines can start processing.
(5) At time 0, all auxiliary equipment (transporters) are in the

idle state.
(6) The first block of each line does not require equipment

adjustment.

3.2. Index

i At time t, the ith block to be processed, i2f1; 2; :::; ntg is
a feasible block processing sequence, nt is the number of
blocks that can be processed at time t.

j The jth processing station in flow line, j2f1; 2; :::;mg.
l The lth flow line in production line, l2f1; 2; :::; Lg.
s The sth type block, s2f1; 2; :::; Sg.
r The auxiliary equipment of the rth block used for trans-

portation, r2f1; 2; :::;Rg.
p The pth replenishment, p2f1; 2; :::;pTg.

3.3. Parameters

nT The number of blocks to be scheduled in scheduling
period T .

r0i The planned arrival time of block i.
ri The actual arrival time of block i.
Dri The variation of arrival time caused by uncertain fac-

tors, Dri conforming to random distribution.
Qj The sum of the raw materials maximum storage capacity

on the jth station of all flow lines.
Vij The raw material consumption rate of block i on the jth

station.
Tr The time of auxiliary equipment required to complete a

work.
Trt At t time, the working hours of auxiliary equipment r

already done, at idle time Trt ¼ 0.
Pij The actual processing time of block i on the jth station.
Pij' The man-hour quota time of block i on the jth station.
Bjl The equipment failure time on the jth station of flow line

l, Bjl � Nð0; 1Þ.
Di The delivery time of block i.
li The relaxation delivery time of block i.
Ci The total completion time of block i.
Cij The completion time of block i on the jth station.
Dij The time when block i leaves the jth station.
STi The preparation time of block i.
C The beat on the back road station of flow line.
F1 The unit penalty cost for earliness.
F2 The unit penalty cost for earliness.
a The weight of cost.
pt The replenishment times in scheduling period T .
Vtpij The pth replenishment, delayed replenishment time of

block i on the jth station.

3.4. 0e1 variables

xfi If block f is the precursor of block i, it is 1; otherwise it
is 0.

xf 0i During the second stage of processing, if block f 0 is the
precursor of block i, it is 1; otherwise it is 0.

yfi If the precursor block f and block i belong to different
types, it is 1; otherwise it is 0.

zi If block i through all stations of flow line, it is 1,
otherwise it is 0.
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bi In the second stage, if block changes the flow line, it is 1;
otherwise it is 0.

Urt At t time, if auxiliary equipment is available, r is equal
to 1; otherwise it is 0.

apj The pth replenishment, if raw materials on the jth
station are delayed replenishment, it is 1; otherwise it is 0.

Srt At t time, the sum of all auxiliary equipment idle state
value and, if

PR
r¼1Urt ¼ 0, it is 1; otherwise it is 0.

3.5. Nonlinear integer programming model

Based on the definitions of the above parameters and vari-
ables, the panel block flow line scheduling problem model is
divided into two stages. The completion time of the first stage is
also the arrival time of the second stage, and because the buffer
transverse station k at any one time stores one block at the most,
so station k controls the moving of blocks in the flow line. So in
the second stage, only the flow line selection can be changed, and
the processing order generated in the first stage cannot change.
That is to say, the processing order in the second phase is con-
strained by the first stage. Therefore, when the two stages are
taken into overall consideration, a unified objective function is
established in order to make a global optimization.

At the time, assuming a feasible block processing order is
i2f1; 2; :::; ntg, the scheduling blocks are scheduled, the
completion time and the leaving time of blocks on each station
in the first stage are as below:

Ci1 ¼max

 Xi

f¼1

xfi$Df1; ri

!
þ pi1 þ

Xi

f¼1

xfi$yfi$STi ð1Þ

Cij ¼max

 
Ci;j�1;

Xi

f¼1

xfi$Dfj

!
þ pij þ

Xi

f¼1

xfi$yfi$
�
STijCi;j�1

� Dfj þmax
�
STi �Ci;j�1 þDfj;0

�jCi;j�1>Dfj

�
;1< j< k

ð2Þ

Dij ¼
�
Ci;jþ1 � pi;jþ1; i>N; jsk; jsm;
Cij; i� N∪j¼ m;

ð3Þ

In the second stage, the completion time and the leaving
time of blocks on each station:

Cik ¼max

 Xi

f ;¼1

xf 0i$Df 0k;Di;k�1

!
þ bi$

Xi

f ;¼1

xf 0i$yf 0i$STi ð4Þ

Cij¼zi$

(
max

 
Ci;j�1;

Xi

f ;¼1

xf 0i$Df 0j

!
þpijþ

Xi

f¼1

xf 0i$yf 0i$
�
STijCi;j�1

�Df 0jþmax
�
STi�Ci;j�1þDf 0j;0

�jCi;j�1>Df 0j
�
)

þð1�ziÞ$
Xi

f 0¼1

xf 0i$Df 0j

ð5Þ

Dik ¼ ð1� ziÞ$Cik þ zi$
�
Ci;kþ1 � pi;kþ1

�
; l¼ N ð6Þ

Dik ¼ ð1� ziÞ$max
�
Cik;maxDfk

�� f < i2n
�þ zi$

�
Ci;kþ1

� pi;kþ1

�
; lsN ð7Þ

Ci ¼max
�
zi$Cij þ ð1� ziÞ$Cik

	
; j> k ð8Þ

According to the definitions of the above parameters, the
objective function can be expressed as:

FTC ¼min

(
F1

XnT
i¼1

maxðDi �Ci;0Þ þF2$
XnT
i¼1

maxðCi

�Di�li;0Þ
#)

ð9Þ

For the scheduling of the back station operator, if���Ci;j�1 � Cfj

���=p'ij < 10%, it is not scheduled, or it is scheduled

temporarily, and the balance beat on the back station after
scheduling is C.

The constraint conditions are as follows:

Xi

f¼1

xfi ¼ 0

�����i� N ð10Þ

Xi

f¼1

xfi ¼ 1

�����i>N ð11Þ

Xi

f ;¼1

xf 0i ¼ 1

�����i>N ð12Þ

Xn
i¼1

xfi � 1

����� f � i ð13Þ

bi ¼
�
1;xfi ¼ xf 'i ¼ 1∩f 0sf ;
0;xfi ¼ xf 'i ¼ 1∩f 0 ¼ f

ð14Þ

Srt ¼
8<
:

1;
PR
r¼1

Urt ¼ 0

0; other
ð15Þ

Xt

t¼0

pT$Qj �Vij$t � 0 ð16Þ

ri ¼ r0i þ Srt$minðTr � Tr1;Tr � Tr2;:::;Tr � TrtÞ þDri ð17Þ

pij ¼ p'ij þBjl þVtpij ð18Þ

pij ¼ C
���Ci;j�1 �Cfj

���
.
p'ij � 10%; j>k ð19Þ
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pT ¼
XnT
i¼1

Vij=Qj ð20Þ

xfi;yfi; zi;Urt;vpj2f0;1g ð21Þ

Formula (1) is the block completion time on the first station
in the flow line; it includes equipment preparation time.

Formula (2) is the block completion time in the first phase
for each station.

Formula (3) is the block leaving time on each station. The
difference between completion time and leaving time is
caused by a zero buffer.

Formula (4) is the block completion time on the first sta-
tion in the second phase. The completion time is influenced
not only by the block leaving time in the first phase, but
also affected by block whether or not to choose flow line
again.

Formula (5) shows that the block arrival time in the second
phase is determined by the block leaving time in the first
phase.

Formula (6) is the block completion time for each station in
the second phase. If a block leaves the flow line on the station
k, then the block completion time is equal to the leaving time
of the precursor block, and it is not zero, because the block
completion time is influenced by its precursor block.

Formula (7) shows that if the block is processing in flow
line N, it is unconstrained when it leaves station k.

Formula (8) shows that if the block is not processing in flow
line N, it is constrained when it leaves station k.

Formula (9) is the goal function to minimize the total cost.
Formula (10) is the constraint condition of the model. At

time 0, all the flow lines start processing at the same time, so
there is no precursor block.

Constraint formulas (11) and (12) show that in each stage
there is only one precursor block, and in different stages, the
precursor block may be different.

Constraints formula (13) shows that each block has one
precursor block at the most.

Constraints formula (14) indicates whether the block pro-
cess is in the same flow line in the first stage and the second
phase.

Constraints formula (15) shows that all auxiliary equipment
work at t time, the block must wait for transportation, or can
be directly transported to the processing center of the flow
line.

Formula (16) shows that raw material consumption is less
than the total inventory level.

Constraints formula (17) shows the main influence factors
causing the uncertainty of block processing time.

Constraints formula (18) and (19) show the main influence
factors casing the uncertainty of block arrival time.

Constraints formula (20) is the replenishment number of
constraints in the scheduling period.

Constraints formula (21) is the 0e1 variable constraints.

4. Solving method based on rolling horizon and
rescheduling

Panel block flow line scheduling cannot predict all the
block information in an uncertain environment, but it can get
the information of some blocks for a period of time, and for
some uncontrollable factors, rescheduling should be done ac-
cording to its attributes after the event. Therefore, by
combining the rolling horizon method based on blocks and the
rescheduling method based on events, the optimized solution
is obtained.

4.1. The scheduling strategy based on rolling horizon

Based on the uncertainty of block arrival time and delivery
time, a rolling scheduling strategy with global penalty func-
tions is put forward. Blocks enter into the rolling window
according to the arrival order, and local scheduling is carried
on for the block in the rolling window, based on the nonlinear
integer programming model. With the passage of time, the
completed blocks leave the rolling window and the newly-
arrived blocks enter it successively. Scheduling is continued
for the blocks in the window, until all blocks in planning time
T complete scheduling.

The rolling window length is W (the block number). The
execution step (i.e. the actual execution block number in
rolling scheduling) is E. Before scheduling, the window order
is the arrival order of blocks. In the dth rolling, the original
sequence of window blocks is pint�subðdÞ. In pint�subðdÞ, it
only selects the flow line, but does not change the original
sequence, by optimization algorithm, the solution of the
scheduling sub-problem is psubðdÞ.

When the first block arrives dynamically, the rolling
scheduling strategy begins to work. When the block number in
the rolling window firstly reaches W, it gets pint�subð1Þ, the
local sub-scheduling problem is solved (block number W, line
number L, station number m), and the sub scheduling psubð1Þ
is obtained.

The blocks of psubð1Þ move E steps to the left (E<W). The
number of blocks remaining in the rolling window is (W � E).
With the arrival of new blocks, if the number of blocks in the
window reaches W again, it gets pint�subð2Þ, pint�subð2Þ is
solved, moves to the left E steps (E<W), and this process
repeats until all the scheduling is completed. That is to say,
when psubðdÞ is calculated, the blocks of psubðdÞ move to the
left E steps (E<W), and without waiting for all the E steps to
be completed, the scheduling solving and actual execution are
done separately.

The rolling strategy schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 3.
Assuming pbefor�subðdÞ is the scheduling before the current

rolling window that has been calculated when solving psubðdÞ,
then pafter�subðdÞ is the sequence based on the arrival order
after the current rolling window, because the panel block
center has a lot of flow lines, so the value of Fint

TCðpafter�subðdÞÞ
is the maximum value of block processing in flow lines.
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The scheduling index FTC can be decomposed, so before
solving the dth scheduling, scheduling index Fint

TCðpg�intðdÞÞ of
global scheduling pg�intðdÞ is composed of the following three
parts:

Fint
TC

�
pg�intðdÞ

�¼ Fint
TC

�
pbefor�subðdÞ

�þFint
TCðpint�subðdÞÞ

þFint
TC

�
pafter�subðdÞ

� ð22Þ
Solving the dth scheduling, global scheduling pg (d) is:

FTC

�
pgðdÞ

�¼ FTC

�
pbefor�subðdÞ

�þFTCðpsubðdÞÞ
þFTC

�
pafter�subðdÞ

� ð23Þ

Because there is a difference between pint�subðdÞ and
psubðdÞ, then Fint

TCðpg�intðdÞÞ and FTCðpgðdÞÞ may be different.
In order to reflect the influence of the local scheduling on the
global scheduling, only the first (We1) blocks in the window
are solved, the position of the Wth block pWðdÞ is unchanged,
and the delayed processing time of pWðdÞ is added to the
index.

Let pint�subðdÞ ¼ fpW�1
int�subðdÞ;pWðdÞg, so:

Fint
TCðpint�subðdÞÞ ¼ Fint

TC

�
pW�1
int�subðdÞ

�þFint
TCðpWðdÞÞ ð24Þ

FTCðpsubðdÞÞ ¼ FTC

�
pW�1
sub ðdÞ�þFTCðpWðdÞÞ ð25Þ

Therefore, the scheduling sub-problem index with a global
penalty function is:

min
�
FTCðpW�1ðdÞÞ þ

���pafter�subðdÞ
��þ 1

�
DFTCðdÞ

� ð26Þ

Where pW�1ðdÞ is the random arrangement of the first W � 1
blocks in the rolling window when solving the dth sub-
scheduling. The DFTCðdÞ is the delayed processing time of
pWðdÞ. Assuming STintðpWðdÞÞ is the start processing time of
pWðdÞ before the dth sub-scheduling is solved, STðpWðdÞÞ is
the start processing time of pWðdÞ after the dth sub-scheduling
is solved, so:

DFTCðdÞ ¼max
�
STðpWðdÞÞ � STintðpWðdÞÞ;0	 ð27Þ

4.2. Rescheduling method based on event driven

A panel block flow line has its complexity and specialty of
processing equipment. When there is an equipment failure or

other uncontrollable factors occur, rendering the generated
program inaccurate, then according to the influence of the
uncertain factors on scheduling, its properties are determined.
Full rescheduling is carried out on the blocks in the rolling
window which have not started processing, and a new
scheduling method is obtained in a timely manner.

At t time, a device in a flow line is failed, the result that
has been scheduled in the rolling window is psubðtÞ, the
current block number that has begun processing is E1, and
then the raw block number is W � E1. According to the
rolling strategy, blocks to be scheduled in the rolling window
move E1 steps to the left. Based on the current information
about the uncertain factors, after its properties are deter-
mined, rescheduling is done for W blocks in the rolling
window. The result is p1

subðtÞ, and the result is substituted into
the rolling strategy. For each rescheduling, the scheduling
parameter is the same as the index in the rolling horizon
scheduling strategy with global penalty function, so
combining the two methods improves the overall quality of
the solution.

5. Case validation and numerical analysis

5.1. The examples

Verified by the actual data of a shipyard panel block flow
line from H shipyard which is one of the largest shipbuilding
company in China, the experimental parameters include:

(1) The number and type of blocks to be scheduled in the
planning period, man-hour quota processing time, pre-
paring time (PT), planning arriving time (PAT) and de-
livery time (DT);

(2) The information about the auxiliary equipment;
(3) The information about the operation workers: the back

station includes station 5 (S5) and station 6 (S6), there are
two workers on each station, and they can transfer between
stations;

(4) The equipment failure information;
(5) The block assembly information on the jigs (which is a

special workplace for assembly of mega-blocks or ships.
Some blocks are produced in the jig station. Ozkok and
Helvacioglu, 2013). There are two main types of process-
ing block in the panel block flow line, and the man-hour
quota processing time of each block is determined by block
size.

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of rolling strategy.
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Specific data is shown in Table 1. “IDB” and “ODB” are the
inner bottom block of a double block (DB), the inner bottom
block of a double block (DB), respectively.

After the inner bottom block and the outer bottom block of
a double block are respectively completed in the panel block
flow line, the qualified blocks are assembled on the jigs. After
the first class single block (Block I) and the second class single
block (Block II) are completed, they are directly transported to
the yard, waiting for the start of the next processing stage.

The assembly information of the double block is shown in
Table 2.

Auxiliary equipment scheduling (referring to the trans-
porters) affects the arrival time of blocks. One working period
of auxiliary equipment is t ¼ 2h, and there are four sets of
auxiliary equipment. State matrix S ¼ ½0; 0; 0; 0� at time 0; that
is to say, all auxiliary equipment is available.

When the block arrives, the auxiliary equipment (trans-
porter) begins to work. When the first four blocks arrive,

scheduling can be done immediately. When the fifth block
arrives, if there is a transporter in the state of rðf Þ þ 2< rðiÞ,
then the transporter is available, set at the state 0. Otherwise,
in the busy state, namely 1, the arrival time of the transporter

Table 1

The information of scheduling block.

Block NO. Man hour quota processing time of each block for each station (h) PAT PT DT Types of

block
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

001 4 3 3 0 8 7 0 4 14 IDB

002 5 4 3 0 8 3 0 3 19 IDB

003 6 5 4 0 7 8 2 2 34 IDB

004 5 4 5 0 7 8 31 4 45 IDB

005 4 6 3 0 6 7 11 4 37 IDB

006 5 7 4 0 5 7 3 3 28 IDB

007 3 5 3 0 6 7 71 2 90 IDB

008 6 4 5 0 7 7 54 4 87 IDB

009 5 4 7 0 8 8 4 3 56 IDB

010 4 3 7 0 7 8 9 4 35 IDB

011 2 2 4 0 0 0 0 3 14 ODB

012 3 4 3 0 0 0 0 4 19 ODB

013 4 6 2 0 0 0 2 3 34 ODB

014 5 6 4 0 0 0 31 4 45 ODB

015 5 7 6 0 0 0 11 4 37 ODB

016 4 3 2 0 0 0 3 5 28 ODB

017 3 3 2 0 0 0 71 4 90 ODB

018 2 3 4 0 0 0 54 3 87 ODB

019 3 3 5 0 0 0 4 2 56 ODB

020 4 5 3 0 0 0 9 2 35 ODB

021 3 6 5 0 7 8 0 3 32 Block I

022 4 5 3 0 6 6 0 4 8 Block I

023 4 6 5 0 6 8 4 4 56 Block I

024 2 6 6 6 5 7 5 3 35 Block I

025 3 7 6 0 8 6 62 2 90 Block I

026 3 5 5 0 8 7 37 2 89 Block I

027 3 3 4 0 7 2 0 3 25 Block I

028 4 2 2 0 6 4 34 3 56 Block I

029 4 5 2 0 6 5 29 2 56 Block I

030 3 4 4 0 6 6 0 4 32 Block I

031 2 3 5 0 8 6 58 2 87 Block I

032 5 3 5 0 8 3 34 5 48 Block I

033 5 3 5 0 7 5 48 3 84 Block I

034 4 2 5 0 6 4 21 4 54 Block I

035 3 2 4 0 7 4 42 4 67 Block I

036 3 5 3 0 0 0 34 3 57 Block II

037 2 4 3 0 0 0 0 2 32 Block II

038 2 5 2 0 0 0 0 3 23 Block II

039 2 4 3 0 0 0 43 5 78 Block II

040 4 5 2 0 0 0 26 5 68 Block II

Table 2

The assembly information of blocks.

Assembly information

(Block NO, Block NO)

Assembly

time (h)

Delivery time

of DB (h)

(1,11) 4 19

(2,12) 3 21

(3,13) 2 37

(4,14) 3 48

(5,15) 2 40

(6,16) 4 33

(7,17) 5 96

(8,18) 3 90

(9,19) 2 59

(10,20) 4 40
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will update to rðf Þ þ 2, and the process repeats until the
completion of block scheduling. If there is a transporter in the
state of 0, scheduling is triggered. Otherwise, once there is a
transporter completing the work, scheduling is triggered. At
this time, block waiting time for transportation is minfrðf Þ þ
2� rðiÞg (see Table 3).

Equipment failures occur randomly in the flow line. The
randomly generated equipment failures information in flow
line such as Table 4.

The LINGO optimization software is applied to solve the
problem. The numerical experiment environment is following:
CPU: Intel ® Core(TM)i5-4460 CPU3.20 GHz; RAM:4.0 G;
64-bit operating systems Win7; LINGO13.0;

As a result of the experiment, it shows, at the time t ¼ 47,
that “Block 013”has been processing for 5 h at station 2. At
this time, the second station in the second line failed, hence
rescheduling is needed. The completion time of “Block 013” is
adjusted to 55 h from 50 h.

At the time t ¼ 84, “Block 005” leaves station 1 and “Block
026” begins to process on station 1. At this time, equipment

failed for 3 h. Rescheduling combined the four blocks in the
current window which does not start processing and the six
blocks in the next rolling window to form a new rolling
window, and then rescheduling is done.

The scheduling results areas are shown in Table 5. The
blocks which are completed on time and ahead of schedule are
rare; only “011”, “023” and “037”. The other blocks are
delayed in completion, and the total cost is 14,589.

5.2. Numerical analysis

Due to the arrival time of blocks being affected by many
factors, the influence of the uncontrollable parts (such as
weather or equipment failure) is seen as Dri � random½1; 20�,
and the arrival time decided by the equipped order obeys the
uniform distribution in 1e50.5 na, where n is the number of
blocks in a planning period, a is the parameter that represents
the arrival speed of a block, a2f0:2; 0:6; 1; 1:5g. At some
time, failed machine and flow line are generated randomly, the
equipment failure time obeys the Nð0; 1Þ distribution in the
range of 0e10.

For each sub-scheduling problem, the heuristic algorithm
based on the earliest delivery time and the minimum pro-
cessing time is applied. According to heuristic rules: the block
delivered the earliest starts processing the earliest; the block

Table 3

The information of auxiliary equipment.

Transporter NO. Initial state (0 available, 1 busy) One working time (h)

P001 0 2

P002 0 2

P003 0 2

P004 0 2

Table 4

Equipment failure information.

Fault moment The failure

flow line

The failure

station

Equipment failure

time(h)

47 Second S 2 5

84 First S 1 3

Table 5

Scheduling results (“-” represents completed ahead of schedule).

The first flow line The second flow line

Block NO. DT Relaxation time Completion time Penalty value Block NO. DT Relaxation time Completion time Penalty value

001 19 5 29 5 002 19 4 26 3

037 23 5 19 �4 021 8 6 40 26

012 21 2 26 3 011 32 1 29 �3

030 32 1 46 13 038 32 3 40 5

022 25 4 52 23 027 32 2 49 15

003 37 8 62 17 023 56 7 60 0

009 59 5 70 6 013 37 2 55 16

022 40 5 65 20 006 33 6 73 34

021 40 3 68 25 034 54 2 78 22

040 68 4 75 3 019 59 7 71 5

036 54 2 81 25 016 33 1 73 39

024 33 6 102 63 029 35 6 91 50

005 59 7 109 43 032 40 5 97 52

035 67 3 114 44 004 40 2 111 69

026 89 4 125 32 008 90 5 118 23

014 48 6 119 65 018 90 2 106 14

039 78 5 122 39 028 56 2 128 70

031 87 4 141 50 033 84 4 135 47

007 96 2 148 50 010 40 2 144 102

025 90 4 156 62 017 96 6 129 27

Table 6

The two strategies results when rolling parameter fW ;Eg ¼ f10; 5g.
f10; 5g
a

40*6*2

GFSP FSP

0.2 14,627.90 14,352.541

0.6 15,747.375 16,877.679

1 15,975.459 16,289.768

1.5 16,448.243 16,528.675
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shifted from the buffer transverse station does not the first to
be processed, for blocks arriving at the same time, the entry
order into the rolling window is decided by the delivery time.
Because the panel block production line has three flow lines,
therefore, when blocks step into the rolling window, the flow
line must be selected before scheduling, but does not change
the original order.

Numerical experiments have two strategies: the rolling
strategy with the global penalty function, denoted as GFSP;
and the rolling scheduling strategy without the global penalty
function, denoted as FSP.

Two groups of rolling parameters fW ;Eg ¼ f10; 5g and
fW ;Eg ¼ f10; 7g are taken into consideration. The sched-
uling results of the different strategies are as follows.

Tables 6 and 7 show that the GFSP rolling strategy in most
cases can achieve good scheduling results, for different rolling
parameters; when blocks arrive faster, the scheduling results of
parameter f10; 7g are obviously better than those of parameter
f10; 5g, but for the parameter f10; 5g, the advantage of GFSP
is less than it is with f10; 7g. This shows that when blocks
arrive faster, the influence of local scheduling on global
scheduling is larger, and the GFSP effect is more obvious, the
more information of blocks, the larger the rolling window
length and the implementation step.

The heuristic algorithm and the nonlinear integer pro-
gramming model are applied, local sub-scheduling is solved
directly, and the results are shown in Table 8.

Table 8 shows that the heuristic algorithm can improve the
solving speed of local sub-scheduling problems, but the
quality of the solution decreases and the total cost is higher.
Therefore, the quality and efficiency of the scheduling should
be weighed and a balance reached. Good results can be ob-
tained within a reasonable period of time.

6. Conclusions

In this study, the property of panel block production line in
shipyards was analyzed based on the relative theory of
non-completely hybrid flow line scheduling problem. It is

the first time of using a new scheduling strategy in ship-
building panel block production line with consideration
several uncertain factors influencing panel block production
line in a dynamic real environment. A fire-new method that
combining rolling horizon and rescheduling methods, a roll-
ing horizon scheduling strategy with global penalty function
was proposed. The experimental results prove that the
method can effectively solve scheduling problems, and that
the theoretical model accords with the actual production
environment.

“Combining rolling horizon and rescheduling methods” is a
new approach, which has enabled the following benefits, it can
effectively reduce the influence of uncertain factors on the
scheduling results. In this way, local sub-scheduling problems
can be rescheduled completely when the processing time is
changed due to some uncertain factors (e.g. equipment fail-
ure). Moreover, it is able to quickly respond to production
environment changes and create new scheduling results in a
timely manner. It is a significant theoretical analysis of the
panel block production in shipbuilding.
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